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A robust network capable of ensuring 
continuous connectivity (EPLC & IPLC) 
and global interconnection

SERVICE FEATURES

• IPLC: SDH, DWDM, Spectrum, OTN.

BENEFITS

 Connectivity and global coverage

 Assured service delivery

 24/7 technical support and security services

Transport
Service

Recommended for:

This service is recommended for all operators that need to connect to the main telecommunication hubs 

and IP sourcing points. This includes: Carriers, ISPs, OTTs, multinationals, corporate and financial enterpises 

as well as gaming entities.
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The Connectivity Product (EPLC and IPLC) Angola Cables, allows for the diversity of point-to-point or 

multi-point connections, with high resilience and low latency for the main digital content sourcing 

destinations (Data Centers and Traffic Exchange Points – IXP's) in Africa, Europe, Brazil and USA.
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International Routes (RTD)
(Approximated values)
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Fortaleza - Luanda ~63 ms

Fortaleza - Lisboa ~163 ms

Joanesburgo - Miami ~180 ms

Fortaleza - São Paulo ~45 ms

São Paulo - Luanda ~106 ms

Miami - São Paulo ~104 ms

Fortaleza - Miami ~65 ms

Miami - Luanda ~125 ms

Londres - Luanda ~128 ms

Miami - Cidade do Cabo ~163 ms

 Lagos - Miami ~178 ms

Nova Iorque - Cidade do Cabo ~190 ms

São Paulo - Cidade do Cabo ~140 ms

About Angola Cables

To learn more about our products and services
or to request a quote, please contact:

www.angolacables.com • AS 37468

sales@angolacables.co.ao

Angola Cables is an internationally established ICT and digital solutions and network services provider and has been ranked 

as the most interconnected operator* on the Africa continent. Through our integrated IP networks and data centres, we 

provide extensive, low latency, direct access connectivity to the largest IXP’s, Tier 1 operators and global content providers.

Through our owned, high-capacity SACS, Monet, WACS and third-party submarine cable networks, the company directly 

connects to more than 20 Points of Presence and Internet Exchange Points in the Americas, Africa, Europe and Asia.

Angola Cables also operates two data centres, AngoNAP Fortaleza Tier III (Brazil) and the data centre, AngoNAP Luanda 

(Angola), and manages PIX in Brazil and Angonix Angola - one of the largest Internet Exchange Points (IXP’s) in Africa.

Through our partners and resellers in selected markets we offer advanced and secure connectivity solutions and services to 

a range of customers across multiple industries.

*The Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) 2022
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